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Abstract

In recent years, many providers of news and entertainment have been exploring the possibility of monetizing online content. In the context of newspapers, the paywall instituted by the New York Times starting in March 2011 is a well-publicized case in point. While the premise behind paywalls is that the subscription revenue can potentially be a new source of income, the externalities that might arise as a consequence of the change in pricing are unclear. We study three potential externalities of newspaper paywalls and compare them against the new direct subscription revenue generated. The first two externalities that we consider are the effect of a paywall on the engagement of its online reader base, which likely impacts the newspaper’s advertising revenues; we term the latter the indirect effect of the paywall. Erection of the paywall can adversely affect the number of visitors to a newspaper’s website. This, in turn, can lower the quantity of ad impressions that can be served on the newspaper’s website. On the other hand, the newspaper is likely to have richer information on subscribing visitors, increasing its ability to serve targeted ads. Therefore, the paywall can potentially help a newspaper charge higher ad rates as a result of the improved quality of the served ad impressions. The net indirect effect of paywalls is likely to depend on the relative magnitudes of the changes in the quantity and quality of ad impressions subsequent to the paywall. The third externality is the spillover effect on the print version of the newspaper. If readers view print and online versions of a newspaper as substitutes, increasing the price of the latter is likely to increase the demand for the former. Moreover, many newspaper paywalls offer print subscribers free access to the online newspaper. Therefore, the value that a reader derives from the print subscription could be higher subsequent to the erection of the paywall. As a result, paywalls are likely to have a positive spillover effect on print subscription, and consequently, circulation. We document the sizes of the three externalities for the New York Times paywall and compare them with the direct subscription revenue generated. We comment on revenue implications for newspaper publishers from this increasingly popular mechanism to monetize digital content.
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